In this paper we study harmonic functions of subordinate killed Brownian motion in a domain D: We first prove that, when the killed Brownian semigroup in D is intrinsic ultracontractive, all nonnegative harmonic functions of the subordinate killed Brownian motion in D are continuous and then we establish a Harnack inequality for these harmonic functions. We then show that, when D is a bounded Lipschitz domain, both the Martin boundary and the minimal Martin boundary of the subordinate killed Brownian motion in D coincide with the Euclidean boundary @D: We also show that, when D is a bounded Lipschitz domain, a boundary Harnack principle holds for positive harmonic functions of the subordinate killed Brownian motion in D: r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Suppose that X t and T t are two independent processes, where X t is a Brownian motion in R d and T t is an a=2-stable subordinator starting at zero, 0oao2: It is well known that Y a ðtÞ ¼ X T t is a rotationally invariant a-stable process whose generator is ÀðÀDÞ a=2 ; the fractional power of the negative Laplacian. The potential theory corresponding to the process Y a is the Riesz potential theory of order a:
Suppose that D is a domain in R negative Dirichlet Laplacian is a very useful object in analysis and partial differential equations, see, for instance, [12, 18] . There is a Markov process Z D a corresponding to ÀðÀDj D Þ a=2 which can be obtained as follows: We first kill the Brownian motion X at t D ; the first exit time of X from the domain D; and then we subordinate the killed Brownian motion using the a=2-stable subordinator T t : Note that in comparison with Y D a ðtÞ the order of killing and subordination has been reversed. For the differences between the processes Y D a ðtÞ and Z D a ðtÞ; please see [17] . Until recently the process Z D a ðtÞ had not been studied much. This process was first studied in [10] , where, among other things, a relation between the harmonic functions of Z D a ðtÞ and the classical harmonic functions in D was established. In [11] (see also [9] and [14] ) the domain of the Dirichlet form of Z D a ðtÞ was identified when D is a bounded smooth domain and aa1: In [17] , the process Z [17] are drastically different near the boundary. In [15] , new lower bounds for J D a and G D a were established when D is a bounded C 1;1 domain. These lower bounds differ from the upper bounds of [17] only by multiplicative constants and in this sense the bounds are sharp. Sharp bounds for J D a and G D a were also established in [15] when D is an exterior C 1;1 domain. In [16] sharp bounds for J In this paper we will study the potential theory of Z D a and we will, among other things, answer the four questions above.
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notations and recall the main results from [10] . In Section 3 we improve the results of [10] and establish, under the assumption of intrinsic ultracontractivity, an one-to-one 
Notation and setting
Let X t be the Brownian motion in R d ; which runs twice as fast as the standard d-dimensional Brownian motion, and let T t be an a=2-stable subordinator starting at zero, 0oao2: We assume that X and T are independent. We are going to use P x and E x to stand for the probability and expectation with respect to the Brownian motion X starting from x respectively, ðP t Þ tX0 to stand for the transition semigroup of X ; 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.1 we only need to show that, whenever
Since g is in S 2Àa ; there exists x 0 AD such that for every t40; Take a tXT such that P D t gðx 0 ÞoN: Then
Àl 0 t dtoN: In the remaining part of this section we prove several results that complement the results from [10] . We start with another form of formula (2.1). 
where G D ðx; yÞ denotes the Green function of X D :
Proof. Using the Markov property and Fubini's theorem we can easily get that for any nonnegative function f on D;
Now the conclusion of this corollary follows immediately from Proposition 3. 
Proof. When f is nonnegative, the conclusion follows immediately from Proposition 3.3. For the general case we decompose f into its positive and negative parts. &
Repeating the proof of (19) in [10] we immediately get the following corollary of the result above. 
Since G Proof. It was shown in [17] that the function defined in (3.3) is the killing function of the process Z D a : Therefore for any compact subset K of D we have
Recall that G D a k D a ðxÞ ¼ 1 for every xAD: By taking an increasing sequence of compact sets K n with K n mD; we get
where * z is the lifetime of Z D a : Take an increasing sequence of open sets D n such that D n CD n CD nþ1 CD nþ1 CD for all nX1 and D n mD: Let * t n ¼ infft : Z D t eD n g; then * t n m * z and from the display above we know that * P x ð * z ¼ * t n for some nX1Þ ¼ 1 for every xAD: Therefore for every xAD;
The proof is now complete. &
It is shown in [10] (Example 1) that this function is equal to k The following two propositions show that classical conditions for solvability of the Dirichlet problem are sufficient for this reformulated Dirichlet problem as well. 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
Bðx;d=2Þ
Bð0;d=2Þ
By (3.4) we can take Z40 such that
Bð0;d=2Þ ; xABðz; ZÞ-D:
Then whenever xABðz; Z4 
Proof. 
We obviously have
By using (3.1) we see that Combining the three displays above we get that there exists a constant C40 depending only on D and a such that where T is the constant in (3.1) and C 3 is the constant in (4.1). [2] . One of the goals of this section is to determine the Martin boundary of Z D a : By using the Harnack inequality, one can easily show that (see, for instance, [8, p. 17] , if h n is a sequence of functions in H þ converging pointwise to a function hAH þ ; then ðh n Þ is locally uniformly bounded in D and equicontinuous at every point in D: Using this one can get that, if h n is a sequence of functions in H þ converging pointwise to a function hAH þ ; then ðh n Þ converges to h uniformly on compact subsets of D: We are going to use this fact below. 
The same estimate holds with h n instead of h: For a given e40 choose D 0 large enough so that the last line in the display above is less than e: Put A ¼ sup D 0 h: Take n 0 AN large enough so that for all nXn 0 we have 
The corresponding estimate for M D ðÁ; zÞ is given in part (a) of the lemma. For a given e40 find D 0 large enough so that the last line in the display above is less than e: Then find n 0 AN such that for all nXn 0 ; where cðaÞ ¼ a=ð2Gð1 À a=2ÞÞ: Let K and L be compact subsets of D such that ðx n ÞCKCL CL: Since h n -h locally uniformly, there exists a constant M such that h n ; hpM on L: The estimate at the end of the proof of Theorem 3 in [10] gives that Since jh n ðx n Þ À hðx n Þj þ jhðx n Þ À hðxÞjp2M and jP Proof. By assumption we know that 
Proof. According to Corollary 3.5, we have
Hence, Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that g n ðx 0 Þ ¼ 1 for all nAN: Then there exist probability measures n n ; nAN; and n on @D such that g n ðxÞ ¼ For any z 0 AV -@D; take d40 small enough so that Bðz 0 ; dÞCBðz 0 ; dÞCV : Then by (6.1) we get that 
